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Introduction 

This is the third edition of "The State of 

Budget Transparency in Pakistan." This 

research analyzes Pakistan’s budgeting 

process and identifies key areas for 

improvement. For over a decade, CPDI has 

been working in Pakistan to make the budget 

process more transparent and accountable. 

Initially, this intervention was centered on the 

budgets of the local government. As a result 

of the 18th amendment to the Pakistani 

constitution and the near abolition of the 

local government system, governments in the 

provinces now control the vast majority of 

financial resources. Consequently, the CPDI 

has turned its research focus to provincial 

budgets over the past three years.  

 

This year's research technique is an 

improvement over last year's. Fifteen 

questions have been added to the 

questionnaire that gauges transparency, 

comprehensiveness, and stakeholders' 

participation in the budget-making process. 

These questions were added to the sections 

like government reports on budget execution, 

audits conducted by supreme audit 

institutions, budgeting for equality, and the 

online accessibility of budget resources. In 

addition, the sections are now better 

demarcated, and a couple of new sections 

have been created to increase the report's 

readability. 

 

Since CPDI's creation in 2005, transparency 

in government operations and citizen 

accountability have remained its primary 

objectives. CPDI is devoted to making 

government procedures open and 

transparent. This report attempts to fulfill this 

commitment and identifies flaws in the 

budgeting procedure. It is hoped that Civil 

society and member organizations of CNBA 

will engage with government institutions to 

improve the systems. 
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Executive Summary 

This research addresses the lack of 

transparency in the budgeting process and 

the absence of opportunities for citizens to 

participate in Pakistan's budget formulation 

and implementation. The methodology 

consists of a survey containing 104 

questions or assessment indicators to gauge 

the system's transparency. These criteria 

were applied to the budget-making process of 

federal and provincial governments. The 

survey's average score of 30% suggests that 

the federal and provincial administrations are 

unwilling to share sufficient information with 

the public. This implies that Pakistan belongs 

to the group of nations that have yet to reach 

an adequate level of budget openness.  

 

This report contains two parts: Part A 

concerns the information requests sent to 

various federal and provincial agencies in two 

separate rounds. In round 1, the requested 

information pertains to papers created and 

choices made during multiple stages of the 

budget formulation process. In Round 2 of 

information requests, information about the 

budget release and budget expenditure was 

sought from the government ministries and 

departments. Part B of the report examines 

the transparency and comprehensiveness of 

budget documents, legislators' control over 

the budget-making process, and providing 

citizens with budget-related information.  

 

In the two months leading to the finalization 

of the budget, 140 requests for information 

about the budget-making process were 

addressed to randomly selected federal 

ministries and provincial departments. No 

response was received against any of the 38 

information requests addressed to federal 

ministries within the specified time frame. 

Similarly, 112 requests for information were 

addressed to the provincial departments of 

four provinces. None of the provincial 

departments provided the requested 

information within the specified time frame. 

Only 5 out of 30 requests were responded to 

during the second round of requests for 

information.  

 

For the second part, a questionnaire was 

devised to assess budget-making and 

processes' comprehensiveness, 

transparency, and inclusiveness. The KP 

government placed first with 34.8% (93/267) 

points. The Punjab government is the runner-

up with 34.4% (92/27) points. Sindh is 

placed at third position with 29.5% 

(79/267) points. Balochistan scored 24.7% 

(66/297) and is in the fourth position. The 

federal government is in the last position with 

23.9% (64/267) points. The Questionnaire 

was divided in eleven sections (Annex A). In 

terms of the thoroughness of their budget 

documents, all governments performed 

admirably. International functional and 

economic classification requirements are 

verified to be met. However, the governments 

did poorly regarding citizen participation in 

the budgeting process, parliamentary 

monitoring of the executive during the 

budgeting process, and the distribution of 

periodic reports on budget execution. 
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Part A: Testing the State of Budget Transparency in Pakistan 

through Reactive Disclosure  

Methodology 

The methodology for Part A consists of sending information requests to randomly selected federal 

ministries and provincial departments. 

Following are the ministries/ departments where information requests were sent. 

 

Table 1: Randomly Selected Ministries and Departments for Sending Information Requests 

Federal Ministry Provincial 

Department 

(Balochistan) 

Provincial 

Department 

(Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa) 

Provincial 

Department 

(Punjab) 

Provincial 

Department 

(Sindh) 

Ministry of Finance, 

Revenue and Economic 

Affairs, 

Finance Department Finance Department Finance 

Department 

Finance Department 

Ministry of Climate 

Change 

Forest and Wildlife 

Department,  

Food Department, 

Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa 

Higher Education 

Department, 

Punjab 

Agriculture, Supply & 

Prices Department,  

Ministry of Federal 

Education and 

Professional Training 

Information 

Department,  

 

Industries 

Department,  

Population Welfare 

Department 

College Education 

Department 

Ministry of Finance, 

Revenue and Economic 

Affairs, 

Irrigation 

Department, 

Labour Department,  Primary and 

Secondary 

Healthcare 

Department,  

Excise, Taxation & 

Narcotics 

Department 

Ministry of Housing and 

Works, 

Local Government & 

Rural Development 

Department,  

Minerals 

Development 

Department, 

Social Welfare 

Department,  

Livestock and 

Fisheries 

Department 

Ministry of Law and 

Justice 

Women 

Development 

Department, 

Public Health 

Engineering 

Department,  

Zakat & Ushr 

Department,  

Planning and 

Development 

Department, 

Ministry of National Food 

Security & Research, 

 

Ministry of National 

Health Services 

Regulations & 

Coordination, 

Ministry of Railways, 

Ministry of Science and 

Technology 

Ministry of Water 

Resources, 

 

Round 1:  
The Ministry of Finance/Department of 

Finance is the center of budget-making 

activity. They received eight to nine 

information requests. Each of the ten 

randomly selected federal ministries 

received three requests for information. In 

addition, five departments were selected at 

random from each province. Each provincial 

department received four requests for 

information. 
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How were the RTI Quantified? 

The response to the information requests was quantified as follows: 

Option Weightage  

Information received from the ministry/department within time frame 3 

Information received from the ministry/department after time frame/No response 0 

 

What Information was Asked through Information Requests? 

The requests for information were based on 

the Budget Calendar the finance 

ministry/departments provided. This 

Calendar is provided to line 

ministries/departments as part of the Budget 

Call Circular (BCC), signifying the beginning of 

the budgeting process. The finance 

ministry/department sends call letters to all 

ministries/departments around November. 

This BCC offers full directions for drafting a 

budget proposal, sample forms, and 

deadlines for accomplishing several tasks.  

 

Following are the number of requests sent to finance ministries/departments: 

 

Government Total 

requests 

sent 

Requests to Finance Requests to selected 

Ministries/Departments 

Total 

Points 

Earned Requests 

sent 

Information 

Provided 

Requests 

sent 

Information 

Provided 

Federal 38 8 0 30 0 0 

Balochistan 28 8 0 20 0 0 

Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa 

28 8 0 20 0 0 

Punjab 28 8 0 20 0 0 

Sindh 28 8 0 20 0  

Total 150 40 0 110 7 0 

Table 2: Number of information requests sent to federal ministries/ provincial departments and response received. 

Requests for Information to Finance Ministries and Departments  

Forty requests for information were 

addressed to finance ministries and 

provincial finance departments. The 

requested information was related to various 

meetings/decisions and papers produced 

during the budgeting process. These 

requests for information were also based on 

budget milestones established by the finance 

ministry or provincial finance departments. 

Only seven information requests made to 

Punjab departments could successfully fetch 

information, but all these requests were 

responded to after the time allowed to 

provide the information in the law. These 

replies were not accounted for in the table 

above.  

 

Information Requests to Federal and Provincial Ministries and Departments  

Requests for information were issued to five 

randomly selected federal ministries and five 

provincial departments in each province. 

There were 110 requests for information 

addressed to these randomly selected 

ministries/departments. Table 1 contains the 

list of ministries and departments. Out of 

these 110 information requests, 30 were 

addressed to federal ministries, and 20 each 

were sent to randomly selected provincial 

departments. None of the Federal ministry or 

provincial departments responded to the 

requests for information within the timeframe 

specified by their respective laws.  
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Some Observations on Federal Ministries Response to Information Requests 

The Ministry of Finance, Revenue, and 

Economic Affairs was asked on 12 May 22 to 

provide a certified copy of the decisions taken 

in the Annual Planning Coordination 

Committee (APCC) meeting. The ministry 

responded on 23 May 22 that information 

was not available. According to the Budget 

Call Circular, the APCC and NEC meetings 

were supposed to be held in April/May. The 

APCC meeting could be held before 23 May 

22. The APCC meeting was finally held on 04 

June 22 but was behind schedule. 

Subsequently, the NEC meeting was held on 

the 8th of June, 2022.

On 12 May 22, MOF was requested to provide 

a copy of the BO/NIS of selected ministries 

prepared and shared by these ministries with 

MOF. The MOF responded on 23 May 22 that 

the requested information was unavailable. 

According to BCC, the line ministries must 

share these documents with MOF by the 10th 

of May. This shows that budget timelines are 

not being met at the ministries' level. The 

same information request was sent to five 

ministries on 12 May 22. The four ministries 

did not respond to the request for 

information. Only one ministry responded 

that the requested information was not 

available.  

 

RTI Ranking 

Since no information was received in a timely 

manner, the score for each federal ministry 

and the provincial department is a zero. The 

ranking of departments ceases to be 

significant. 

 

Round 2:  

Request for Information to Federal Ministries and Provincial Departments about Budget 

Expenditure 

To further strengthen the methodology, this 

year, the second round of information 

requests was also added to the methodology. 

The requests were sent to get the budget 

expenditure data. All the ministries and 

departments mentioned in Table 1 above 

were requested this information: 

 

Project-wise detail of the development budget released to the Ministry of Water Resources 

for the development projects and actual expenditure during the first quarter of FY 2022-

23 (July 1, 2022, to September 30, 2022). 

 

Thirty information requests were sent in this 

round: ten to federal ministries and twenty to 

provincial departments of all four provinces. 

Only five pieces of information were received, 

two each from the federal and KP 

governments and one from the Punjab 

government.  

Government Total requests sent Information Received 

Federal 10 2 

Balochistan 5 0 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 5 2 

Punjab 5 1 

Sindh 5 0 

Total 30 5 (16.6%) 
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Part B: Transparency of Budget Documents and Stakeholders' 

Participation in Budget Making Process 

Part B was designed to gauge the following: 

1. Annual Budget Statement Classification 

2. Transparency of Budget Documents 

3. Tax and Non-Tax Revenue Data 

4. Debt Servicing and Principal Repayment 

5. Budget for Equality 

6. Legislative Oversight of Budget-Making Process 

7. Citizens Budget-Public Availability 

8. Citizens' Participation in Budget Making Process 

9. Budget Reports 

10. Audit Reports by Supreme Audit Institutions; and 

11. General Questions  

 

The Part 2 contains 103 questions or 

assessment criteria, 81 of which are 

scoreable. Depending on the nature of the 

question, each scoring question has four or 

two possible responses. The question with 

four responses carries a maximum of three 

points. The following illustration will further 

exemplify: 

 

Question: When are the In-Year Reports (IYRs) made available to the public? 

Options Weightage 

At least every month, and within one month of the period covered 

 

3 

At least every quarter, and within one month of the period covered 

 

2 

At least every quarter, and within three months of the period covered 

 

1 

The IYRs are not released to the public, or are released more than three months 

after the period covered 

 

0 

 

 

The Questions with two options are quantified as follow: 

Question: Does the executive take concrete steps to receive input from vulnerable and under-

represented parts of the population on the implementation of the annual budget? 

Options Weightage 

Yes, the executive takes concrete steps to receive input from individuals and/or 

organizations representing vulnerable and underrepresented parts of the 

population on the implementation of the annual budget. 

 

3 

No, the executive doesn’t take concrete steps to receive input from individuals 

and/or organizations representing vulnerable and underrepresented parts of the 

population on the implementation of the annual budget. 

 

0 
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The following is a summary of the results: 

Budget Approval Process 

Budgets are passed by the assemblies in 

Pakistan relatively swiftly compared to 

international best practices. The number of 

days the assemblies took to discuss and pass 

the budget is depicted in the graph below. A 

minimum of two clear days must pass 

between the introduction of the budget in the 

assembly and the commencement of the 

budget discussion to comply with procedural 

rules. As an illustration, the budget was 

presented to the National Assembly on June 

10, and the discussion commenced on June 

13. On June 29, 22—two days before the start 

of the fiscal year—the budget was adopted. 

 

 
 

The graph above demonstrates that in terms 

of budget document disclosure, lawmakers 

and citizens are treated equally. Executives 

are unwilling to provide citizens with 

information about budgeting, as shown by 

the findings in Part A above. Legislators are 

likewise subject to this secrecy; before the 

budget is submitted to the house, they are 

not given access to any budget-related 

information. Each government adopts a 

similar procedure, and thus similar secrecy, 

for the release of the budget. On a typical 

budget release date, the following pattern is 

adopted: cabinet approval of the budget in 

the morning, presentation of the budget to 

the assembly in the afternoon that is followed 

by the publication of the budget (uploading) 

on the finance ministry’s website for the 

public release of the budget. The finance 

ministry (Federal) has discontinued releasing 

all the budget documents on budget day. The 

demand for grants books are now uploaded 

after the assembly approves the budget. All 

these documents are not in a machine-

readable format. 

 

Annual Budget Statement- Classification  

“Budget classification is one of the 

fundamental building blocks of a sound 

budget management system, as it 

determines the manner in which the budget 

is recorded, presented and reported, and as 

such has a direct impact on the transparency 

and coherence of the budget.” There are 

different types of classification in which 

revenue and expenditure can be arranged. 

The most common of these are 
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administrative, economic/object and 

functional classifications. Other forms of 

classification may provide complementary 

information, in particular

• Classification by geographical location of the administrative unit, taxpayer, or the recipient 

of government transfers and subsidies;  

• Classification of the beneficiaries of government transfers and subsidies;  

• Classification of the sources of financing and counterpart funds used for recording external 

loans and grants  

IMF, however, has cautioned against using 

such a classification carefully mainly due to 

two reasons. First, it contradicts the principle 

of comprehensiveness (the budget should 

present a consolidated picture of revenues 

and expenditures). Second, its use should not 

result in complex earmarking mechanisms to 

execute the budget.1  

The budget documents of Pakistan are 

reasonably detailed, and the budget is 

created and presented in accordance with an 

internationally accepted classification 

system. In this category, performance is 

substantially good. The budgets are classified 

according to administrative, economic, and 

functional classifications. However, there are 

some observations regarding the 

presentation of multiyear data in the budget 

documents. Multi-year estimates of 

expenditures and revenues (at least two 

years beyond the budget year) are not 

provided. The budget documents also do not 

include multiyear estimates and actual 

expenditures for the preceding years. 

 

This section is evaluated against 13 questions or assessment criteria. Chart 2 shows the 

organization of the budget documents by different governments in Pakistan. 

 

 
 

 
1 Davina Jacobs, Jean-luc Hélis, and Dominique 

Bouley, Budget Classification, INTerNATIoNAl 

MoNeTAry FUND, December 2009, p-7 available 

at 

https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/tnm/2009/tnm

0906.pdf last accessed on 21 Oct 22 
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Transparency of Budget Documents 

The five questions in this section are about 

machine-readable budget data, block 

allocations of the development budget, and 

linkage of the budget with the governments’ 

policy goals. It is heartening to note that the 

trend of block allocations has been arrested. 

Although there are other problems, like 

showing huge amounts under the budget line 

“others.” 

For further details about the questions, 

please see Section 2 in Annex A. 

 

 
 

Tax and Non-Tax Revenue Data 

The questions in this section were designed 

to know the detail provided in budget 

documents about the sources of revenue. 

Questions about the sources of revenue, 

actual accounts for previous years, and 

future projections of the revenue were asked. 

Punjab is at top position in this section with 

25 points out of possible 30 points. Sindh is 

placed second with 15 points. The federal, 

Balochistan and KP governments all attained 

12 points each. 
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Debt Servicing and Principal Repayments 
Since 2013-14, Pakistan's Total Public Debt 

has been more than 60% of the GDP. This is 

against the Principles of Sound Fiscal and 

Debt management as enshrined in Section 3 

of the Fiscal Responsibility and Debt 

Limitation Act, 2005 (amended 2016), which 

states that:  

 

Section 3(b): beginning from the financial year 2016-17, the total public debt shall be 

reduced to sixty per cent of the estimated gross domestic product.  

Section 3(c): within a period of five financial years, beginning from the financial year 2018-

19, total public debt shall be reduced by 0.5 percent every year and from 2023-24 and 

going up to the financial year 2032-33 a reduction of 0.75 percent every year to reduce 

the total public debt to fifty percent of the estimated gross domestic product and thereafter 

maintaining it to fifty percent or less of the estimated gross domestic product.  

Under these circumstances, debt 

management-related information must be 

freely available to the media and citizens so 

that civil society can monitor the situation 

and keep on reminding the government to 

adopt sound measures for debt 

management. This section consists of nine 

questions with a maximum of 27 points. 

Following is the performance of the federal 

and provincial governments. For more details 

on questions, please see Section 4 of Annex 

A.  

 

 
 

Budgeting for Equality 
 

This section deals with the allocation of 

resources to vulnerable groups. This section 

was divided into four subsections: gender, 

children, disability, and minorities. Each 

subsection has two questions. Please see 

section 5 in Annex A for further detail
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While all provinces have Women 

Development Department, Pakistan has no 

tradition of presenting the budget from a 

gender perspective. In the last two decades, 

Gender Responsive Budgeting (GRB) has 

emerged as a crucial instrument for 

supporting the mobilization and expenditure 

of public resources for the development of 

gender equality and for boosting overall 

transparency and accountability. From a 

single country in the mid-1980s, GRB is now 

supported by more than 90 countries 

worldwide as a potent tool in the ongoing 

efforts to make budgets and policies more 

gender responsive. 

 

According to responses to a 2016 OECD 

Survey on Gender Budgeting Practices, while 

the majority of OECD countries (59 percent of 

respondents) do not openly engage in gender 

budgeting, the vast majority (90 percent) 

describe using measures to promote gender 

equality. Nearly half of the responding OECD 

nations (15 out of 34) have established 

gender budgeting (Austria, Belgium, Finland, 

Iceland, Israel, Japan, Korea, Mexico, 

Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden)1, are 

planning to introduce it (Italy), or are actively 

considering it (Turkey, Czech Republic).2 

 

In numerous nations, the Gender Budgeting 

Approach has been implemented at the 

national, state, and local levels. From the 

SAARC region, India, Bangladesh, and 

Afghanistan have effectively implemented 

this strategy. During 2005-2007, the United 

Nations Development Programme (UNDP) 

attempted to promote gender-responsive 

budgeting in Pakistan. However, these efforts 

came to an abrupt end. With the assistance 

of Save the Children, CPDI conducted a 

Children-Specific Budgeting exercise in 

2014-2015. The child-specific budget at the 

province level in Pakistan was disclosed to be 

approximately 10%, but at the federal level, it 

was less than 1% for the years under 

consideration. According to a study 

conducted on women-specific budgeting in 

Pakistan with the assistance of Oxfam, in the 

past five years, PKR 73 billion has been 

redirected from women-specific development 

schemes at the federal and provincial levels.3 

 

In most countries, the national budget is 

subject to parliamentary debate and 

approval. Thus, MPs play a crucial role in 

ensuring that budget allocations and 

expenditures are conducted openly, 

responsibly, and equitably. Gender-

responsive budgeting (GRB) is an approach 

for achieving gender equality that ensures 

actions necessary to decrease inequities 

between women and men, and boys and girls. 

Consequently, GRB strengthens the oversight 

and accountability function of parliaments in 

national planning and budgeting procedures. 

However, despite the promise of GRB to 

advance women's rights, several obstacles 

have prevented the effective implementation 

of GRB projects. Lack of political commitment 

has been one of the most significant 

restrictions affecting the potential of GRB. 

 

There has been a great deal of talk in the 

country about uplifting the disabled, but this 

talk has not been turned into action. This 

report does not examine federal and 

 
2 Ronnie Downes, Lisa von Trapp and Scherie 

Nicol, Gender budgeting in OECD countries, 

OECD Journal on Budgeting Volume 2016/3, p-2 

provincial allocations linked to disability. It 

suffices to remark that no analyses or 

narratives have been offered for budgeting 

for people with disabilities. This also holds 

3 Amer Ejaz, Women Specific Budgeting in 

Pakistan, Oxfam, 2021 available at 

https://bit.ly/3B3GoEs  

https://bit.ly/3B3GoEs
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true for minority-specific budgeting. While 

Balochistan, KP, and Sindh have sectors and 

sub-sectors for minorities and disabilities 

with budget allocations, there is no analysis 

of the budget allocation to minority or 

disability-specific budgets across all the 

departments. 

 

 

 

Legislative Oversight of the Budget 

In Pakistan, legislative control of the budget 

has remained an area of weakness, and this 

study confirms this premise. This 

questionnaire section comprises twelve 

questions to assess legislative power over 

the executive. Legislators in Pakistan have no 

role in budget creation and implementation 

processes. The administration has full power 

to divert funds mid-year, to transfer monies 

between administrative units and programs, 

and even to take new initiatives and abandon 

authorized ones. There is no provision 

requiring legislators' permission prior to 

modifying approved budget projections. The 

supplementary budget comprising all of 

these alterations is submitted to the 

assembly before the conclusion of the fiscal 

year and adopted the same day, in majority of 

the cases.  

The Right to information regime in Pakistan is 

inadequate, and the disclosure of 

information on the budget-making process 

and its implementation is even weaker. There 

is no independent institution in Pakistan that 

oversees the implementation of the annual 

budget. Although some civil society 

organizations have expressed interest in the 

topic, the budget is still not regarded as a 

viable area of engagement for individuals 

and citizen groups.

  

When it comes to legislative monitoring of the 

executive, provincial and federal 

governments follow a similar pattern. The 

federal, Punjab, and Sindh governments 

scored 5 out of a possible 36 points. The 

Balochistan and KP each could score 6. For 

more detail, please visit Section 6 of Annex A. 
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Citizens Budget 

Pakistan lacks a robust tradition of citizen 

budgeting. A few years ago, it was established 

with donor financing in the province of 

Punjab. Since then, the majority of the 

government has maintained the tradition, 

despite a lack of consensus over the contents 

of the citizens' budget. The purpose of the 

citizens' budget should have been to inform 

the citizens how the budget would impact 

them, yet it looks to be only a condensed 

version of the actual budget.  

 

Except for the federal government, four 

provincial governments in Pakistan created a 

citizens' budget this year. It was prepared in 

both English and Urdu by the Punjab 

government, in English by Balochistan and 

Sindh governments. The KP’s experience of 

the Citizens' Budget this year was both 

unique and unnecessarily detailed. It was 

also a departure from the previous year's 

template of the Citizens Budget when 

sufficient details of district-based schemes 

were provided to the citizens. This year, owing 

to the fact that the PTI government was 

supplanted near the end of the financial year, 

the PTI found it appropriate to publicize its 

top leadership and the achievement made at 

the national level in the KP's Citizens Budget. 

Whereas brevity should be the hallmark of 

the Citizens Budget, it was divided into two 

volumes with more than 400 pages. The 

information provided in these pages was not 

about the issues we normally look for in the 

Citizens' Budget. Further, for wider circulation 

of the achievement of the PTI government at 

the federal level, the Citizens budget was 

published in no less than six languages: 

English, Hindko, Khowar, Pashto, Saraiki, and 

Urdu. 

 

The section on the citizen's budget consists 

of five scoring questions. The scoring 

question focuses on the contents of the 

citizens' budget, dissemination strategies, 

and the executive's process for soliciting 

citizens' opinions on the citizens' budget 

contents. For more detail, see section 7 in 

Annexure A.
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The notion of the citizens' budget in Pakistan 

needs to be completely changed, or at the 

very least, some new documents need to be 

created. The fundamental concern of the 

populace is to learn about the development 

plans that have been approved and put into 

action in their communities. Since 2010, 

there has not been any functioning local 

government structure; hence all district 

development planning is done at the 

provincial level, and district development 

plans are accounted for in provincial budgets. 

Citizens are unable to get a complete 

understanding of the plans for their districts 

since the provincial budgets are formulated 

based on administrative entities 

(departments) rather than districts. 

Furthermore, the provincial budget 

documents lack a machine-readable format, 

making it impossible for the public to sort the 

data in a way that suits them. Given the 

situation, the provincial governments must 

publish a district-by-district development 

profile to benefit the populace. The Citizens' 

budget document is only marginally useful in 

its current form. 

 

Citizens Participation of Budget Making Process 

In Pakistan, there is no well-defined 

framework ensuring citizen engagement in 

the budget process. This year, KP, Punjab 

and Sindh governments solicited citizen 

proposals through media advertisements. In 

KP, the campaign was titled "Your Budget, 

Your Proposals." No deadline for submission 

of the budget proposal was mentioned in the 

advertisement. Through the advertisement, 

citizens were asked about their expectations 

for the budget 2022-23. Citizens were also 

asked to send their proposals for the ten 

departments mentioned in the picture below. 

No information is available about the number 

of proposals submitted by the citizens and 

citizen groups. The budget documents are 

likewise quiet regarding the number of 

proposals implemented by the government. 

Punjab government issued similar 

advertisement asking citizens to send their 

budget proposals for the ten departments. 

The advertisement also carried March 15 

deadline for the submission of proposals. The 

advertisement also mentioned that 54% of 

the proposals received last year were made 

part of the provincial budget. The Sindh 

government conducted an online survey to 

seek budget proposals. Further details about 

Punjab and Sindh governments efforts for 

citizens participation are unknown.  
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The participation of citizens in the budget 

process is evaluated through 10 questions. 

The performance of the federal and provincial 

governments is shown in Chart 9. For further 

detail, please see section 8 of Annex A.

 

 

  
 

Budget Reports 

This section discusses three sorts of reports: 

In-Year, Mid-Year, and Year-End. These 

reports should detail the information about 

public budget expenditure provided by the 

government. It is, however, not a standard 

practice for any provincial or federal 

government to provide such a report. The KP 

and Sindh governments have recently begun 

sharing budget statistics for development 

programs on their websites. The Sindh 

government failed to update the data for the 

most recent year. The KP government 

released no formal report. Citizens must filter 

for a specific program to determine the 

budget release status of these programs. 

 

In-Year Report refers to the government's 

monthly or quarterly report. Mid-Year Report 

refers to a consolidated mid-year report 

detailing the progress of the approved budget 

and expenditures. Year-end report is a report 

containing aggregated figures for the entire 
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year. While such reports are routine activity in 

developed democracies, Pakistan lacks this 

information-sharing culture. 

 

 

Audit 

The Section provides details regarding the 

audits undertaken by the supreme audit 

institution. In Pakistan, it is the responsibility 

of the Auditor General to audit government 

expenditures and produce reports. The most 

recent Audit Report published on Auditor 

General's website is for FY 2018-19. 

Downloadable reports are limited to 

compliance reports.  

 

There were six questions in this part, with 18 possible points. With 7 points, Punjab led the pack, 

followed by Balochistan with 5 points. 

 

 
 

General Questions 

The four questions in this section deal with 

the actual and updated revenue and 

expenditure data for the current year on the 

governments’ web portals, the update of this 

data in real-time, and the facility provided on 

the web portals to download such data. The 

last question asks about the legislative 

regime for the right to information and 

government transparency. The federal and all 

four provincial governments have the right to 

information and procurement laws. Still, as is 

evident from the Part A of this study, the Right 

to Information implementation regime is 

weak in the country. For further detail about 

the questions, please see Section 11 of 

Annex A. 
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Overall Score 

Punjab government ranked first with 95 

points, followed by the KP government at 93. 

Sindh ranked 3rd with 82 points. Balochistan 

is in 4th place with 66 points. The federal 

government ranked last with 64 points. This 

ranking is pretty much similar to the last 

years ranking with the exception that the 

federal government has slipped to last place.  
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Recommendations 

Pakistan has a relatively lax right to 

information regime. Throughout the course of 

a variety of RTI activities that we have been 

implementing in Pakistan, it has already been 

observed that the success rate of reactive 

disclosure is decreasing, and information 

pertaining to budgetary matters is not an 

exception. This research endeavor has also 

highlighted the gap that exists between the 

RTI legislation and its actual application in 

the country. The fact that no public body 

responded to any of the 140 information 

requests that were sent to various ministries 

and departments at the federal and 

provincial levels is a significant problem. 

Having a robust RTI culture will help public 

bodies become more responsive to the 

public's needs and will be of assistance in the 

process of developing a culture of 

transparency in the country.  

 

Seven days is the typical amount of time 

required for a provincial assembly to 

complete the deliberation and approval of the 

budget. The preparation of a budget is a 

monumental task that requires many 

volumes of varying sizes and thousands of 

pages. Reading, Understanding the papers, 

and generating a meaningful debate in such 

a short amount of time is not realistically 

possible. As we have seen previously, the 

budget is not presented to the legislators 

until the month of June, and it is required to 

go through the approval process prior to the 

beginning of the fiscal year. If you want the 

legislators to make contributions that 

actually matter, you should give them the 

budget at least three months in advance of 

its presentation in the assembly. 

 

In order to make the process accessible to 

the public, the government should promptly 

share the budget’s revised estimates with the 

citizens. At this time, it is standard procedure 

not to disclose these numbers to either the 

public or the press. The only time these 

numbers are made available to the public is 

when the budget for the following year is 

revealed. Independent institutions or 

commissions ought to be established in order 

to monitor the release of the budget and carry 

out the budget analysis. 

 

There is no custom in Pakistan to release 

monthly, quarterly, or annual reports on 

implementing the budget and sharing it with 

the public. Although the finance departments 

of KP have made it possible to retrieve the 

budget implementation data for development 

and non-development budgets through its 

web portals, this should not be seen as a 

replacement for the release of periodic 

reports. This matter ought to be brought up in 

the assembly by the legislators, and the 

finance departments and ministry ought to be 

requested to publish monthly reports on the 

implementation of the budget. The current 

efforts of Sindh are commendable. The 

finance department of Sindh has released 

quarterly expenditure reports in a machine-

readable format for the first quarter of 2022-

234. Because of this, the stakeholders can 

monitor the budget, and the revised budget 

will not come as a surprise to them, as is 

often the case when budgets are revised. As 

for this report, we are examining the 

expenditure reports for the year 2021-22; no 

credit to the Sindh government was given for 

this release.  

 

The executive branch is granted unrestricted 

authority to transfer funds from one 

 
4 https://finance.gos.pk/Receipts/Expenditure last 

accessed on 05 Nov 22 

administrative unit to another by both the 

constitution and the rules governing the 

https://finance.gos.pk/Receipts/Expenditure
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budget. As a result of this practice, the 

budget estimates are rendered meaningless, 

as the actual figures will be determined 

based on the revised estimates. There ought 

to be a cap placed on the number of 

development schemes that can be moved in 

this manner. When the amount of the revised 

estimate exceeds a certain threshold, 

approval from the relevant legislative bodies 

must be obtained before any funds can be 

moved.  

 

In Pakistan, there is no law that encourages 

or mandates the participation of citizens in 

the process of formulating or implementing 

the national budget. It is true that a few 

governments have incorporated 

consultations with stakeholders (including 

citizens) into their budget calendars, but such 

consultations are not currently in fashion. 

Even the budget-making schedule is not 

made publicly available in advance, nor any 

such information is shared with the public. 

This study has already vindicated this point 

as none of the 140 information requests 

seeking information about the budget-

making process was responded. The 

participation of citizens in the budget process 

ought to be made official through the 

passage of legislation.  

 

The budgets for citizens are not made 

available in a format that is readable by 

machines. Because of this, it is impossible for 

researchers to sort the data and perform 

various types of analyses on it. Data should 

be presented in a format readable by 

machines; this will ensure easy accessibility 

to everyone. 

 

The budget documents are gradually 

improving in transparency, but much work 

still needs to be done. It is heartening to note 

that governments have ceased to park the 

money under the block allocation head; 

however, some non-transparent budget lines 

still exist. One of them is “others.” It is noted 

that more than 50% of the capital 

development budget is allocated under this 

head. Better budgeting lines should be made 

for increased transparency and efficient 

budgeting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Better budgeting lines should be made for increased transparency and efficient 

budgeting 
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Annex A: Assessment Questionnaire  

Section 1: Annual Budget  

Statement-Classification             

Q10. Does the executive release to the public its timetable for formulating the Annual Budget Statement 

(that is, a document setting deadlines for submissions from other government entities, such as line 

ministries or subnational government, to the Ministry of Finance or whatever central government agency 

is in charge of coordinating the budget’s formulation)? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, a detailed timetable is released 

to the public. 3/3 3 3 3 3 3 

Yes, a timetable is released, but some 

details are excluded. 2/3      
Yes, a timetable is released, but it lacks 

important details 1/3      
No, a timetable is not issued to the 

public. 0/3      

Q11. Does the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation present expenditures 

for the budget year that are classified by administrative unit (that is, by ministry, department, or agency)? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, administrative units accounting 

for all expenditures are presented. 3/3 3 3 3 3 3 

Yes, administrative units accounting for 

at least two-thirds of, but not all, 

expenditures are presented. 2/3      
Yes, administrative units accounting for 

less than two-thirds of expenditures are 

presented. 1/3      
No, expenditures are not presented by 

administrative unit. 0/3      

Q12. Does the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation present expenditures 

for the budget year by functional classification? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, expenditures are presented by 

functional classification 3/3 3 3 3 3 3 

No, expenditures are not presented by 

functional classification. 0/3      

Q13. If the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation presents expenditures for 

the budget year by functional classification; is the functional classification compatible with international 

standards? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, the functional classification is 

compatible with international standards. 3/3 3 3 3 3 3 

No, the functional classification is not 

compatible with international standards, 

or expenditures are not presented by 

functional classification. 0/3      
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Q14. Does the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation present expenditures 

for the budget year by economic (object) classification? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, expenditures are presented by 

economic classification. 3/3 3 3 3 3 3 

No, expenditures are not presented by 

economic classification 0/3      
Q15. If the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation presents expenditures for 

the budget year by economic classification, is the economic classification compatible with international 

standards? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, the economic classification is 

compatible with international standards 3/3 3 3 3 3 3 

No, the economic classification is not 

compatible with international standards, 

or expenditures are not presented by 

economic classification. 0/3      

Q16. Does the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation present expenditures 

for sub-sectors for the budget year? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, programs accounting for all 

expenditures are presented. 3/3 3  3 3 3 

Yes, programs accounting for at least 

two-thirds of, but not all, expenditures 

are presented. 2/3  2    
Yes, programs accounting for less than 

two-thirds of expenditures are 

presented. 1/3      
No, expenditures are not presented by 

program. 0/3      
Q17. Does the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation present expenditure 

estimates for a multi-year period (at least two-years beyond the budget year) by any of the three 

expenditure classifications (by administrative, economic, or functional classification)? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, multi-year expenditure estimates 

are presented by all three expenditure 

classifications (by administrative, 

economic, and functional classification). 3/3   3   
Yes, multi-year expenditure estimates 

are presented by two of the three 

expenditure classifications. 2/3 2     
Yes, multi-year expenditure estimates 

are presented by only one of the three 

expenditure classifications. 1/3    1  
No, multi-year expenditure estimates are 

not presented by any expenditure 

classification. 0/3  0   0 
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Q18. Does the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation present expenditures 

estimates for the year preceding the budget year (BY-1) by any of the three expenditure classifications (by 

administrative, economic, or functional classification)? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, expenditure estimates for BY-1 

are presented by all three expenditure 

classifications (by administrative, 

economic, and functional classification). 3/3 3 3 3 3 3 

Yes, expenditure estimates for BY-1 are 

presented by two of the three 

expenditure classifications. 2/3      
Yes, expenditure estimates for BY-1 are 

presented by only one of the three 

expenditure classifications 1/3      
No, expenditure estimates for BY-1 are 

not presented by any expenditure 

classification. 0/3      

Explanation/Comment       

Q19. Does the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation present expenditures 

for subsector for the year preceding the budget year (BY-1)? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, programs accounting for all 

expenditures are presented for BY-1. 3/3 3  3 3 3 

Yes, programs accounting for at least 

two-thirds of, but not all, expenditures 

are presented for BY-1. 2/3  2    
Yes, programs accounting for less than 

two-thirds of expenditures are presented 

for BY-1. 1/3      
No, expenditures are not presented by 

program for BY-1. 0/3      
Q20. In the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation, have expenditure 

estimates of the year prior to the budget year (BY-1) been updated from the original enacted levels to 

reflect actual expenditures? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, expenditure estimates for BY-1 

have been updated from the original 

enacted levels. 3/3   3 3  
No, expenditure estimates for BY-1 have 

not been updated from the original 

enacted levels. 0/3 0 0   0 

Q21. Does the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation present estimates of 

expenditure for more than one year prior to the budget year (that is, BY-2 and prior years) by any of the 

three expenditure classifications (by administrative, economic, or functional classification)? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, expenditure estimates for BY-2 

and prior years are presented by all 

three expenditure classifications (by 3/3      
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administrative, economic, and functional 

classification). 

Yes, programs accounting for at least 

two-thirds of, but not all, expenditures 

are presented for BY-2 and prior years. 2/3      
Yes, programs accounting for less than 

two-thirds of expenditures are presented 

for BY-2 and prior years. 1/3      
No, expenditures are not presented by 

program for BY-2 and prior years. 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Q22. In the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation, what is the most recent 

year presented for which all expenditures reflect actual outcomes? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Two years prior to the budget year (BY-

2). 3/3   3 3 3 

Three years prior to the budget year (BY-

3). 2/3      

Before BY-3. 1/3      
No actual data for all expenditures are 

presented in the budget or supporting 

budget documentation. 0/3 0 0    
Section 2: Transparency of Budget 

Document             

Q23. If the ABS is published, are the numerical data contained in the ABS or its supporting documents 

available in a machine readable format? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, All the numerical data published 

in ABS and its supporting documents is 

in machine readable format. 3/3      
Yes, at least two-third of  the numerical 

data published in ABS and its supporting 

documents is in machine readable 

format. 2/3      
Yes, at least one-third of the numerical 

data published in ABS and its supporting 

documents is in machine readable 

format. 1/3      
None of the numerical data published in 

ABS and its supporting documents is in 

machine readable format. 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Q24. How much allocation of the development budget is made under block allocation head? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ No, No allocation of the development 

budget is made under the block 

allocation head. 3/3 2 3 3 3 3 

Yes, block allocation is made, but it is 

less than 25% of the development 

budget 2/3      
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Yes, block allocation is made, but it is 

not less than 50% of the development 

budget. 1/3      
Yes, block allocation is made, but it is 

more than 50% of the development 

budget. 0/3      
Q25. Do the links of PC-1 of the development projects/schemes appearing in PSDP/ADP available in 

budget documents? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, PC-1 of all the development 

projects/schemes are available online. 3/3      
Yes, PC-1 of all more than 75% of the 

development projects/schemes are 

available online. 2/3      
Yes, PC-1 of less than 50% of the 

development projects/schemes are 

available online. 1/3      
No, PC-1 of the development 

projects/schemes are not available 

online. 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Q26. Does the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation present information on 

how the proposed budget (both new proposals and existing policies) is linked to government’s policy goals 

for the budget year? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, estimates that show how the 

proposed budget is linked to all the 

government’s policy goals for the budget 

year are presented, along with a 

narrative discussion. 3/3 3  3 3 3 

Yes, estimates that show how the 

proposed budget is linked to all the 

government’s policy goals for the budget 

year are presented, but a narrative 

discussion is not included. 2/3      
Yes, information that shows how the 

proposed budget is linked to some but 

not all of the government’s policy goals 

for the budget year is presented. 1/3      
No, information on the link between the 

budget and the government’s stated 

policy goals for the budget year is not 

presented 0/3  0    
Q27. Does the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation present information on 

how the proposed budget (both new proposals and existing policies) is linked to government’s policy goals 

for a multi-year period (for at least two years beyond the budget year)? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, estimates that show how the 

proposed budget is linked to all the 

government’s policy goals for a multi-

year period are presented, along with a 

narrative discussion. 3/3   3 3 3 
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Yes, estimates that show how the 

proposed budget is linked to all the 

government’s policy goals for a multi-

year period are presented, but a 

narrative discussion is not included. 2/3      
Yes, information that shows how the 

proposed budget is linked to some but 

not all of the government’s policy goals 

for a multi-year period is presented. 1/3 1     
No, information on the link between the 

budget and the government’s stated 

policy goals for a multi-year period is not 

presented. 0/3  0    

Section 3: Tax and Non-Tax Revenue             

Q28. Does the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation present the individual 

sources of tax revenue (such as income tax) for the budget year? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, individual sources of tax revenue 

accounting for all tax revenue are 

presented. 3/3 3 3 3 3 3 

Yes, individual sources of tax revenue 

accounting for at least two-thirds of, but 

not all, tax revenues are presented. 2/3      
Yes, individual sources of tax revenue 

accounting for less than two-thirds of all 

tax revenues are presented. 1/3      
No, individual sources of tax revenue are 

not presented. 0/3      
Q29. Does the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation present the individual 

sources of non-tax revenue (such as grants, property income, and sales of government-produced goods 

and services) for the budget year? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, individual sources of non-tax 

revenue accounting for all non-tax 

revenue are presented 3/3 3 3 3 3 3 

Yes, individual sources of non-tax 

revenue accounting for at least two-

thirds of, but not all, non-tax revenues 

are presented. 2/3      
Yes, individual sources of non-tax 

revenue accounting for less than two-

thirds of all non-tax revenues are 

presented. 1/3      
No, individual sources of non-tax 

revenue are not presented. 0/3      

Explanation/Comment       

Q30. Does the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation present revenue by 

category (such as tax and non-tax) for the year preceding the budget year (BY-1)? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 
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✓ Yes, revenue estimates for BY-1 are 

presented by category. 3/3 3 3 3 3 3 

No, revenue estimates for BY-1 are not 

presented by category. 0/3      

Explanation/Comment       

Q31. Does the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation present individual 

sources of revenue for the year preceding the budget year (BY-1)? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, individual sources of revenue 

accounting for all revenue are presented 

for BY-1. 3/3 3 3 3 3 3 

Yes, individual sources of revenue 

accounting for at least two-thirds of, but 

not all, revenue for BY-1 are presented 2/3      
Yes, individual sources of revenue 

accounting for less than two-thirds of all 

revenues for BY-1 are presented. 1/3      
No, individual sources of revenue are not 

presented for BY-1. 0/3      

Q32. In the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation, have the original estimates 

of revenue for the year prior to the budget year (BY-1) been updated to reflect actual revenue 

collections? \\\[Here we are looking for actual revenue collection at the time of budget presentation till a 

cut-off date, say 31Mar22 or later and not the revised estimates] 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, revenue estimates for BY-1 have 

been updated from the original enacted 

levels to actual revenue collected. 3/3      
No, revenue estimates for BY-1 have not 

been updated from the original enacted 

levels to actual revenue collected. 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Q33. Does the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation present revenue 

estimates by category (such as tax and non-tax) for more than one year prior to the budget year (that is, 

BY-2 and prior years)? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, revenue estimates for BY-2 and 

prior years are presented by category. 3/3    3  
No, revenue estimates for BY-2 and prior 

years are not presented by category. 0/3 0 0 0  0 

Q34. Does the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation present individual 

sources of revenue for more than one year prior to the budget year (that is, BY-2 and prior years)? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, individual sources of revenue 

accounting for all revenue are presented 

for BY-2 and prior years. 3/3    3  
Yes, individual sources of revenue 

accounting for at least two-thirds of, but 

not all, revenue are presented for BY-2 

and prior years. 2/3      
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Yes, individual sources of revenue 

accounting for less than two-thirds of all 

revenues are presented for BY-2 and 

prior years. 1/3      
No, individual sources of revenue are not 

presented for BY-2 and prior years. 0/3 0 0 0  0 

Q35. Does the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation present revenue 

estimates by category (such as tax and non-tax) for a multi-year period (at least two-years beyond the 

budget year)? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, multi-year estimates of revenue 

are presented by category 3/3    3  
No, multi-year estimates of revenue are 

not presented by category. 0/3 0 0 0  0 

Q36. Does the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation present estimates for 

individual sources of revenue presented for a multi-year period (at least two-years beyond the budget 

year)? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, multi-year estimates for individual 

sources of revenue accounting for all 

revenue are presented. 3/3      
Yes, multi-year estimates for individual 

sources of revenue accounting for at 

least two-thirds of, but not all, revenue 

are presented 2/3      
Yes, multi-year estimates for individual 

sources of revenue accounting for less 

than two-thirds of revenue are 

presented. 1/3      
No, multi-year estimates for individual 

sources of revenue are not presented. 0/3      

Explanation/Comment  0 0 0 0 0 

Q37. In the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation, what is the most recent 

year presented for which all revenues reflect actual outcomes? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Two years prior to the budget year (BY-

2). 3/3    3 3 

Three years prior to the budget year (BY-

3). 2/3      

Before BY-3. 1/3      
No actual data for all revenues are 

presented in the budget or supporting 

budget documentation 0/3 0 0 0   
Section 4: Debt Servicing and Principal 

Repayment             

Q38. Does the Enacted Budget present three estimates related to government borrowing and debt: the 

amount of net new borrowing required during the budget year; the total debt outstanding at the end of the 

budget year; and interest payments on the debt for the budget year? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 
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✓ Yes, all three estimates related to 

government borrowing and debt are 

presented. 3/3 3 3 3 3 3 

Yes, two of the three estimates related 

to government borrowing and debt are 

presented. 2/3      
Yes, one of the three estimates related 

to government borrowing and debt are 

presented. 1/3      
No, none of the three estimates related 

to government borrowing and debt are 

not presented. 0/3      

Q39. Does the Enacted Budget present commutative figures of government outstanding debt before the 

start of the budget year in ABS, Budget in Brief and Citizens Budget?  

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, the information related to 

outstanding debt is available in two of 

the three budget documents (ABS, 

Budget in Brief, Citizens Budget). 3/3      
Yes, the information related to 

outstanding budget debt is available in 

at least one of the three documents(ABS, 

Budget in Brief and Citizens Budget) 2/3      
No, the information related to total 

government debt outstanding is not 

available in ABS, Budget in Brief and 

Citizens Budget but it is available in 

other budget documents. 1/3      
No, the information related to total 

government debt outstanding is not 

available in any budget document. 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Q40. Does the Enacted Budget present total permissible debt limit for the government in ABS, Budget in 

Brief and Citizens Budget? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, the information related to total 

permissible debt limit is available in two 

of the three budget documents (ABS, 

Budget in Brief, Citizens Budget). 3/3      
Yes, the information related to total 

permissible debt limit is available in at 

least one of the three documents(ABS, 

Budget in Brief and Citizens Budget) 2/3      
No, the information related to total 

permissible debt limit is not available in 

ABS, Budget in Brief and Citizens Budget 

but it is available in other budget 

documents. 1/3      
No, the information related to 

permissible debt limit is not available in 

any budget document. 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 
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Q41. Does the Enacted Budget provide information about the formula to calculate permissible debt limit 

for the government in ABS, Budget in Brief and Citizens Budget? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, the information related to formula 

to calculate permissible debt limit is 

available in two of the three budget 

documents (ABS, Budget in Brief, 

Citizens Budget). 3/3      
Yes, the information related to formula 

to calculate permissible debt limit is 

available in at least one of the three 

documents(ABS, Budget in Brief and 

Citizens Budget) 2/3      
No, the information related to formula to 

calculate permissible debt limit is not 

available in ABS, Budget in Brief and 

Citizens Budget but it is available in 

other budget documents. 1/3      
No, the information related to total 

government debt outstanding is not 

available in any budget document. 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Q42. Does the Enacted Budget provide information about the new borrowing during the budget year in 

ABS, Budget in Brief and Citizens Budget? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, the information related to new 

borrowing in the budget year is available 

in two of the three budget documents 

(ABS, Budget in Brief, Citizens Budget). 3/3      
Yes, the information related to new 

borrowing is available in at least one of 

the three documents(ABS, Budget in 

Brief and Citizens Budget) 2/3 2  2 2 2 

No, the information related to new 

borrowing is not available in ABS, Budget 

in Brief and Citizens Budget but it is 

available in other budget documents. 1/3  1    
No, the information related to new 

borrowing is not available in any budget 

document. 0/3      

Q43. Does the Enacted Budget provide information about the amount of principal repayment along with 

the name of the lending agency during the budget year in ABS, Budget in Brief and Citizens Budget? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, the information related to amount 

of principal repayment along with the 

name of the lending agency is available 

in two of the three budget documents 

(ABS, Budget in Brief, Citizens Budget). 3/3      
Yes, the information related to amount 

of principal repayment along with the 

name of the lending agency is available 2/3      
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in one of the three budget documents 

(ABS, Budget in Brief, Citizens Budget). 

No, the information related to amount of 

principal repayment along with the name 

of the lending agency is not available in 

three budget documents (ABS, Budget in 

Brief, Citizens Budget) but it is available 

in other budget documents. 1/3 1 1 1 1 1 

No, the information related to principal 

repayment and name of the lending 

agency is not available in any budget 

document. 0/3      

Q44. Does the Enacted Budget provide information about the amount for debt servicing along with the 

name of the lending agency during the budget year in ABS, Budget in Brief and Citizens Budget? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, the information related to amount 

for best servicing along with the name of 

the lending agency is available in two of 

the three budget documents (ABS, 

Budget in Brief, Citizens Budget). 3/3      
Yes, the information related to amount 

for debt servicing along with the name of 

the lending agency is available in one of 

the three budget documents (ABS, 

Budget in Brief, Citizens Budget). 2/3  2    
No, the information related to amount 

for debt servicing along with the name of 

the lending agency is not available in 

three budget documents (ABS, Budget in 

Brief, Citizens Budget) but it is available 

in other budget documents. 1/3      
No, the information related to amount 

for debt servicing and name of the 

lending agency is not available in any 

budget document. 0/3 0  0 0 0 

Q45. Does the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation present information on 

financial assets held by the government for at least the budget year? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, information beyond the core 

elements is presented for all financial 

assets. 3/3      
Yes, the core information is presented 

for all financial assets. 2/3      
Yes, information is presented, but it 

excludes some core elements or some 

financial assets. 1/3      
No, information related to financial 

assets is not presented. 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 
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Q46. Does the Annual Budget Statement 

or any supporting budget documentation 

present information on nonfinancial 

assets held by the government for at 

least the budget year?       

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, information beyond the core 

elements is presented for all 

nonfinancial assets. 3/3      
Yes, the core information is presented 

for all nonfinancial assets. 2/3      
Yes, information is presented, but it 

excludes some nonfinancial assets. 1/3      
No, information related to nonfinancial 

assets is not presented. 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Section 5: Budgeting for Equality             

Q47. Does the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation present children specific 

budget allocation for at least the budget year?///[Children-specific budget means analyzing all the budget 

allocations to calculate the children-specific budget allocation across all the departments/sectors] 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, a Gender disaggregated 

department-wise Children specific 

budget has been presented along with 

other budget documents with a narrative 

explanation for the impact of budget on 

children 3/3      
Yes, a  Children specific budget has been 

presented along with other budget 

documents, but one of the three 

documents (gender disaggregated, 

department-wise, and written 

explanation) is missing. 2/3      
Yes, a  Children specific budget has been 

presented along with other budget 

documents, but two of the three 

documents (gender disaggregated, 

department-wise, and written 

explanation) is missing. 1/3      
No, Children specific budget has not 

been presented along with other budget 

documents. 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Q48. Does the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation present the children's 

responsive budget statement? ///[Children Responsive Budget Statement means the analysis of budget 

to determine its impact on children] 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, CHildren Responsive budget has 

been presented along with other budget 

documents with a narrative explanation 

for the impact of the budget on children 

and there is also a separate 3/3      
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administrative department or sub-sector 

for children with the allocated budget. 

Yes, Children Responsive budget has 

been presented along with other budget 

documents but either the narrative 

explanation for the impact of budget on 

children is missing or there is no 

separate administrative department or 

sub-sector for children with the allocated 

budget. 2/3      
No, Children Responsive budget is not 

presented but there is at least a 

separate administrative department or 

subsector for children 1/3      
No, Children Responsive budget has not 

been presented along with other budget 

documents nor there is any separate 

department or sub-sector for children. 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Explanation/Comment       
Q49. Does the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation present women specific 

budget allocation for at least the budget year?///[Women-specific budget means analyzing all the budget 

allocations to calculate the children-specific budget allocation across all the departments/sectors] 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, a department-wise women-

specific budget has been presented 

along with other budget documents with 

a narrative explanation for the impact of 

budget on women 3/3      
Yes, a women-specific budget has been 

presented along with other budget 

documents, but one of the two 

documents (department-wise and written 

explanation) is missing. 2/3      
Yes, a women-specific budget has been 

presented along with other budget 

documents, but both the documents 

(department-wise and written 

explanation) are missing. 1/3      
No, women specific budget has not been 

presented along with other budget 

documents. 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Q50. Does the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation present the Gender 

responsive budget statement? ///[Gender Responsive Budget Statement means the analysis of budget to 

determine its impact on women] 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, Gender Responsive budget has 

been presented along with other budget 

documents with a narrative explanation 

for the impact of the budget on women 

and there is also a separate 3/3      
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administrative department or sub-sector 

for women with the allocated budget. 

Yes, Gender Responsive budget has 

been presented along with other budget 

documents but either the narrative 

explanation for the impact of budget on 

children is missing or there is no 

separate administrative department or 

sub-sector for women with the allocated 

budget. 2/3      
No, Gender Responsive budget is not 

presented but there is at least a 

separate administrative department or 

subsector for women 1/3  1 1 1 1 

No, Women Responsive budget has not 

been presented along with other budget 

documents nor there is any separate 

department or sub-sector for women. 0/3 0     

Explanation/Comment       
Q51. Does the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation present disability 

specific budget allocation for at least the budget year?///[Disability-specific budget means analyzing all 

the budget allocations to calculate the disability-specific budget allocation across all the 

departments/sectors] 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, a Gender disaggregated 

department-wise disability specific 

budget has been presented along with 

other budget documents with a narrative 

explanation for the impact of budget on 

children 3/3      
Yes, a  disability specific budget has 

been presented along with other budget 

documents, but one of the three 

documents (gender disaggregated, 

department-wise, and written 

explanation) is missing. 2/3      
Yes, a  disability specific budget has 

been presented along with other budget 

documents, but two of the three 

documents (gender disaggregated, 

department-wise, and written 

explanation) is missing. 1/3      
No, disability specific budget has not 

been presented along with other budget 

documents. 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Q52. Does the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation present the disability 

responsive budget statement? ///[Disability Responsive Budget Statement means the analysis of budget 

to determine its impact on PWDs] 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, Disability Responsive budget has 

been presented along with other budget 3/3      
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documents with a narrative explanation 

for the impact of the budget on PWDs 

and there is also a separate 

administrative department or sub-sector 

for children with the allocated budget. 

Yes, Disability Responsive budget has 

been presented along with other budget 

documents but either the narrative 

explanation for the impact of budget on 

PWDs is missing or there is no separate 

administrative department or sub-sector 

for PWDs with the allocated budget. 2/3      
No, Disability Responsive budget is not 

presented but there is at least a 

separate administrative department or 

subsector for PWDs 1/3  1 1  1 

No, Disability budget has not been 

presented along with other budget 

documents nor there is any separate 

department or sub-sector for PWDs. 0/3 0   0  
Q53. Does the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation present minority specific 

budget allocation for at least the budget year?///[Minority-specific budget means analyzing all the budget 

allocations to calculate the minority-specific budget allocation across all the departments/sectors] 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, a Gender disaggregated 

department-wise minority-specific 

budget has been presented along with 

other budget documents with a narrative 

explanation for the impact of budget on 

minorities 3/3      
Yes, a minority-specific budget has been 

presented along with other budget 

documents, but one of the three 

documents (gender disaggregated, 

department-wise, and written 

explanation) is missing. 2/3      
Yes, a minority-specific budget has been 

presented along with other budget 

documents, but two of the three 

documents (gender disaggregated, 

department-wise, and written 

explanation) are missing. 1/3      
No, minority specific budget has not 

been presented along with other budget 

documents. 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Q54. Does the Annual Budget Statement or any supporting budget documentation present the minority 

responsive budget statement? ///[Minority Responsive Budget Statement means the analysis of budget 

to determine its impact on minorities] 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, Minority Responsive budget has 

been presented along with other budget 

documents with a narrative explanation 3/3      
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for the impact of the budget on 

minorities, and there is also a separate 

administrative department or sub-sector 

for minorities with the allocated budget. 

Yes, Minority Responsive budget has 

been presented along with other budget 

documents, but either the narrative 

explanation for the impact of budget on 

Minorities is missing, or there is no 

separate administrative department or 

sub-sector for minorities with the 

allocated budget. 2/3      
No, Minority Responsive budget is not 

presented, but there is at least a 

separate administrative department or 

subsector for minorities. 1/3  1 1  1 

No, the Minority budget has not been 

presented along with other budget 

documents, nor is there any separate 

department or sub-sector for minorities. 0/3 0   0  
Section 6: Legislative Oversight of 

Budget             

Q55. Does the Assembly conducted a pre-budget session to take the opinion of the legislators on the 

salient features of the budget? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, the pre-budget session was held 

within one month of the release of 

Budget Call Circular. 3/3      
Yes, the pre-budget session was held 

three months before its presentation in 

the Assembly. 2/3      
Yes, the pre-budget session was held 

one months before its presentation in 

the Assembly. 1/3  1 1   
No, the pre-budget session of the 

Assembly was not held or held less than 

one month before the presentation of 

the budget in the Assembly. 0/3 0   0 0 

Q56. Is there an Independent Fiscal Institution (IFI) that conducts budget analyses for the budget 

formulation and/or approval process? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, there is an IFI, its independence 

is set in law, and it has sufficient staffing 

and resources, including funding, to 

carry out its tasks. 3/3      
Yes, there is an IFI, but either its 

independence is not set in law or its 

staffing and resources, including 

funding, are insufficient to carry out 

its tasks 2/3      
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Yes, there is an IFI, but its independence 

is not set in law and its staffing and 

resources, including funding, are 

insufficient to carry out its tasks. 1/3      

No, there is no IFI. 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Q57. Does the full legislature and/or a legislative committee debate budget policy prior to the tabling of 

the Annual Budget Statement? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, the full legislature debates 

budget policy prior to the tabling of the 

Annual Budget Statement, and approves 

recommendations for the upcoming 

budget 3/3      
Yes, the legislature committee debates 

budget policy prior to the tabling of the 

Annual Budget Statement and approves 

recommendations for the upcoming 

budget 2/3      
Yes, the full legislature and/or a 

legislative committee debates budget 

policy prior to the tabling of the Annual 

Budget Statement, but it does not 

approve recommendations for the 

upcoming budget. 1/3      
No, neither the full legislature nor any 

legislative committee debate budget 

policy prior to the tabling of the Annual 

Budget Statement. 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Q58. How far in advance of the start of the budget year does the legislature receive the Annual Budget 

Statement? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ three months before the start of the 

budget year 3/3      
two months before the start of the 

budget year 2/3      
one month before the start of the budget 

year 1/3      
less than one month before the start of 

the budget year 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Q59. When does the legislature approve the Annual Budget Statement? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ three months before the start of the 

budget year 3/3      
two months before the start of the 

budget year 2/3      
one month before the start of the budget 

year 1/3      
less than one month before the start of 

the budget year 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Q60. Does the legislature have the authority in law to amend the Annual Budget Statement? 
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Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, legislature have Unlimited 

authority to amend Annual Budget 

Statement 3/3 3 3 3 3 3 

Yes, legislature have authority to amend 

Annual Budget Statement with some 

limitations 2/3      
Yes, legislature have limited authority to 

amend Annual Budget Statement 1/3      
No, legislature have no authority to 

amend Annual Budget Statement 0/3      
Q61. During the most recent budget approval process, did the legislature use its authority in law to amend 

the Annual Budget Statement? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, the legislature used its authority 

in law to amend the Annual Budget 

Statement, and (at least some of) its 

amendments were adopted. 3/3      
Yes, the legislature used its authority in 

law to propose amendments to the 

Annual Budget Statement, but no 

amendments were adopted. 2/3 2 2 2 2 2 

No, while the legislature has the 

authority in law to propose amendments 

to the Annual Budget Statement, no 

amendments were offered. 1/3      
No, the legislature does not have any 

such authority. 0/3      
Q62. During the budget approval process, did a specialized budget or finance committee in the legislature 

examine the Annual Budget Statement? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, a specialized budget or finance 

committee had at least one month to 

examine the Annual Budget Statement, 

and it published a report with findings 

and recommendations prior to the 

budget being adopted. 3/3      
Yes, a specialized budget or finance 

committee had less than one month to 

examine the Annual Budget Statement, 

and it published a report with findings 

and recommendations prior to the 

budget being adopted. 2/3      
Yes, a specialized budget or finance 

committee examined the Annual Budget 

Statement, but it did not publish a report 

with findings and recommendations prior 

to the budget being adopted 1/3      
No, a specialized budget or finance 

committee did not examine the Annual 

Budget Statement. 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 
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Q63. During the last approval process, did legislative committees, responsible for particular sectors (e.g., 

health, education, defense, etc.), examine spending in the Annual Budget Statement related to the sector 

for which they are responsible? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, sector committees had at least 

one month to examine the Annual 

Budget Statement, and they published 

reports with findings and 

recommendations prior to the budget 

being adopted. 3/3      
Yes, sector committees had less than 

one month to examine the Annual 

Budget Statement, and they published 

reports with findings and 

recommendations prior to the budget 

being adopted. 2/3      
Yes, sector committees examined the 

Annual Budget Statement, but they did 

not publish reports with findings and 

recommendations prior to the budget 

being adopted 1/3      
No, sector committees did not examine 

the Annual Budget Statement. 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Q64. In the past 12 months, did a committee of the legislature examine in-year implementation of the 

Enacted Budget during the relevant budget execution period? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, a committee examined in-year 

implementation on at least three 

occasions during a fiscal year, and it 

published reports with findings and 

recommendations. 3/3      
Yes, a committee examined in-year 

implementation on one or more occasion 

(but less than three times), and it 

published a report with findings and 

recommendations. 2/3      
Yes, a committee examined in-year 

implementation, but it did not publish 

any report with findings and 

recommendations 1/3      
No, a committee did not examine in-year 

implementation 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Q65. Does the executive seek approval from the legislature prior to shifting funds between administrative 

units that receive explicit funding in the Enacted Budget, and is it legally required to do so? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ The executive is required by law or 

regulation to obtain approval from the 

legislature prior to shifting funds 

between administrative units, and it 

does so in practice. 3/3      
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The executive obtains approval from the 

legislature prior to shifting funds 

between administrative units, but is not 

required to do so by law or regulation. 2/3      
The executive is required by law or 

regulation to obtain approval from the 

legislature prior to shifting funds 

between administrative units, but in 

practice the executive shifts funds 

before obtaining approval from the 

legislature. 1/3      
There is no law or regulation requiring 

the executive to obtain approval from the 

legislature prior to shifting funds 

between administrative units, and in 

practice the executive shifts funds 

between administrative units before 

obtaining approval from the legislature. 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Q66. Does the executive seek approval from the legislature prior to spending excess revenue (that is, 

amounts higher than originally anticipated) that may become available during the budget execution period, 

and is it legally required to do so? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ The executive is required by law or 

regulation to obtain approval from the 

legislature prior to spending excess 

revenues, and it does so in practice. 3/3      
The executive obtains approval from the 

legislature prior to spending excess 

revenue, but is not required to do so by 

law or regulation. 2/3      
The executive is required by law or 

regulation to obtain approval from the 

legislature prior to spending excess 

revenues, but in practice the executive 

spends these funds before obtaining 

approval from the legislature. 1/3      
There is no law or regulation requiring 

the executive to obtain approval from the 

legislature prior to spending excess 

revenues, and in practice the executive 

spends these funds before obtaining 

approval from the legislature. 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Q67. Does the executive seek approval from the legislature prior to reducing spending below the levels in 

the Enacted Budget in response to revenue shortfalls (that is, revenues lower than originally anticipated) 

or other reasons during the budget execution period, and is it legally required to do so? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ The executive is required by law or 

regulation to obtain approval from the 

legislature prior to reducing spending 

below the enacted levels in response to 

revenue shortfalls or other reasons, and 

it does so in practice. 3/3      
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The executive obtains approval from the 

legislature prior to reducing spending 

below enacted levels, but is not required 

to do so by law or regulation. 2/3      
The executive is required by law or 

regulation to obtain approval from the 

legislature prior to reducing spending 

below enacted levels, but in practice the 

executive implements these cuts before 

seeking approval from the legislature. 1/3      
There is no law or regulation requiring 

the executive to obtain approval from the 

legislature prior to reducing spending 

below enacted levels, and in practice the 

executive implements these spending 

cuts before seeking prior approval from 

the legislature. 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Section 7: Citizens' Budget-Public 

Availability             

Q71. Which of the following information is provided in the Citizens Budget?i. expenditure and revenue 

totals; ii. main policy initiatives in the budget; iii. the macroeconomic forecast upon which the budget is 

based; iv. contact information for follow up by citizens 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ all four information 3/3     3 

✓ any three of the above information 3/3      

Any two of the above information 2/3  2 2 2  

any one of the the above information 1/3      

None of the above information 0/3 0     

Q72. How is the Citizens Budget disseminated to the public? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Disseminated widely through a 

combination of at least three different 

tools and media (such as the Internet, 

billboards, radio programs, newspapers, 

etc.). 3/3      
A Citizens Budget is published by using 

at least two, but less than three means 

of dissemination, 2/3      
A Citizens Budget is disseminated only 

by using one means of dissemination 1/3  1 1 1 1 

A Citizens Budget is not published. 0/3 0     
Q73. Has the executive established mechanisms to identify the public’s requirements for budget 

information prior to publishing the Citizens Budget? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, mechanisms are established, 

accessible and widely used by the public. 3/3      
Yes, mechanisms are established, 

accessible but not widely used by the 

public. 2/3      
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Yes, mechanisms are established but 

are not accessible 1/3      

No mechanisms established 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Q74. Are “citizens” versions of budget documents published throughout the budget process? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ A citizens version of budget 

documents is published for each of the 

four stages of the budget process 

(budget formulation, enactment, 

execution, and audit). 3/3      
A citizens version of budget documents 

is published for at least two of the four 

stages of the budget process. 2/3      
A citizens version of budget documents 

is published for at least one stage of the 

budget process 1/3  1 1 1 1 

No citizens version of budget documents 

is published 0/3 0     
Q75. Are citizens able to get information about their districts' development schemes /projects from the 

citizens' budget? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, all Development 

schemes/projects of all the districts can 

be assessed from Citizens Budget 3/3      
Yes, Major Development 

schemes/projects of all the districts can 

be assessed from Citizens Budget 2/3      
Yes, Major Development 

schemes/projects of selected districts 

can be assessed from Citizens Budget 1/3      
No, the information about districts 

development schemes/projects cannot 

be accessed from the citizens budget 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Section 8: Citizens Participation of 

Budget Making Process             

Q76. Does the executive use participation mechanisms through which the public can provide input during 

the formulation of the annual budget (prior to the budget being tabled in parliament)? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, the executive uses open 

participation mechanisms through which 

members of the public and government 

officials exchange views on the budget. 3/3      
Yes, the executive uses open 

participation mechanisms through which 

members of the public provide their 

inputs on the budget. 2/3      
Yes, the executive uses participation 

mechanisms during the budget 

formulation phase, but either these 

mechanisms capture only some ad-hoc 1/3   1 1 1 
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views, or the executive invites specific 

individuals or groups for budget 

discussions (participation is not, in 

practice, open to everyone). 

The requirements for a “c” response or 

above are not met. 0/3 0 0  0 0 

Q77. With regard to the mechanism identified in question 76 above, does the executive take concrete 

steps to include vulnerable and under-represented parts of the population in the formulation of the annual 

budget? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, the executive takes concrete 

steps to include individuals and/or CSOs 

representing vulnerable and 

underrepresented parts of the 

population in the formulation of the 

annual budget. 3/3      
No, the executive doesn’t take concrete 

steps to include individuals and/or CSOs 

representing vulnerable and 

underrepresented parts of the 

population in the formulation of the 

annual budget. 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Q78. Does the executive use participation mechanisms through which the public can provide input in 

monitoring the implementation of the annual budget? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, the executive uses open 

participation mechanisms through which 

members of the public and government 

officials exchange views on budget 

implementation. 3/3      
Yes, the executive uses open 

participation mechanisms through which 

members of the public provide their 

inputs on budget implementation. 2/3      
Yes, the executive uses participation 

mechanisms during the budget 

implementation phase, but either these 

mechanisms capture only some ad-hoc 

views, or the executive invites specific 

individuals or groups for budget 

discussions (participation is not, in 

practice, open to everyone). 1/3      

There is no such mechanism 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Q79. Does the executive take concrete steps to receive input from vulnerable and under-represented parts 

of the population on the implementation of the annual budget? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, the executive takes concrete 

steps to receive input from individuals 

from and/or organizations representing 

vulnerable and underrepresented parts 3/3      
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of the population on the implementation 

of the annual budget. 

No, the executive doesn’t take concrete 

steps to receive input from individuals 

from and/or organizations representing 

vulnerable and underrepresented parts 

of the population on the implementation 

of the annual budget. 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Q80. When the executive engages with the public, does it provide comprehensive prior information on the 

process of the engagement, so that the public can participate in an informed manner? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Comprehensive information is 

provided in a timely manner prior to 

citizens engagement in both budget 

formulation and implementation phases. 3/3      
Comprehensive information is provided 

in a timely manner prior to citizens 

engagement only prior to one of the two 

phases (formulation OR 

implementation). 2/3   2 2 2 

Information is provided in a timely 

manner in both or one of the two 

phases, but it is not comprehensive. 1/3      
The requirements for a “c” response or 

above are not met. 0/3 0 0  0 0 

Q81. With regard to the mechanism identified in question 80, does the executive provide the public with 

feedback on how citizens’ inputs have been used in the formulation of the annual budget? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, the executive provides a written 

record which includes both the list of the 

inputs received and a detailed report of 

how the inputs were used in the 

formulation of the annual budget. 3/3      
Yes, the executive provides a written 

record which includes both the list of 

inputs received and a summary of the 

how the inputs were used in the 

formulation of the annual budget 2/3      
Yes, the executive provides a written 

record which includes either the list of 

the inputs received or a report or 

summary on how they were used. 1/3      
No, the executive does not provide a 

written record or the list of the inputs 

received or a report or summary on how 

they were used. 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Q82. Are participation mechanisms incorporated into the timetable for formulating the Annual Budget 

Statement? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 
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✓ Yes, the executive incorporates 

participation into its timetable for 

formulating the Annual Budget 

Statement and the timetable is available 

to the public. 3/3      
The requirements for an “a” response 

are not met. 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Q83. Do one or more line ministries use participation mechanisms through which the public can provide 

input during the formulation or implementation of the annual budget? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, at least one line ministry uses 

open participation mechanisms through 

which members of the public and 

government officials exchange views on 

the budget 3/3      
Yes, at least one line ministry uses open 

participation mechanisms through which 

members of the public provide their 

inputs on the budget. 2/3      
Yes, at least one line ministry uses 

participation mechanisms during the 

budget formulation or implementation 

phase, but either these mechanisms 

capture only some ad-hoc views, or the 

executive invites specific individuals or 

groups for budget discussions 

(participation is not, in practice, open to 

everyone). 1/3      
The requirements for a “c” response or 

above are not met. 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Q84. Does the legislature or the relevant legislative committee(s) hold public hearings and/or use other 

participation mechanisms through which the public can provide input during its public deliberations on the 

formulation of the annual budget (pre-budget and/or approval stages)? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, public hearings are held, and 

members of the public/CSOs testify 3/3      
Yes, public hearings are held. No 

testimony from the public is provided 

during the public hearings, but 

contributions from the public are 

received through other means. 2/3      
Yes, public hearings are held. No 

testimony from the public is provided 

during the public hearings, and there are 

no other mechanisms through which 

public contributions are received, but the 

legislature invites specific individuals or 

groups to testify or provide input 

(participation is not, in practice, open to 

everyone). 1/3      
The requirements for a “c” response or 

above are not met. 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 
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Q85. Does the legislature provide feedback to the public on how citizens’ inputs have been used during 

legislative deliberations on the annual budget? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, the legislature provides a written 

record which includes both the list of the 

inputs received from the public and a 

detailed report of how the inputs were 

used during legislative deliberations on 

the budget. 3/3      
Yes, the legislature provides a written 

record which includes both the list of 

inputs received and a summary of the 

how the inputs were used. 2/3      
Yes, the legislature provides a written 

record which includes either the list of 

the inputs received or a report or 

summary on how they were used. 1/3      
The requirements for a “c” response or 

above are not met. 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Section 9: Budget Reports             

In-Year Reports             

Q87. When are the IYRs made available to the public? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ At least every month, and within one 

month of the period covered 3/3   3   
At least every quarter, and within one 

month of the period covered 2/3      
At least every quarter, and within three 

months of the period covered 1/3      
The IYRs are not released to the public, 

or are released more than three months 

after the period covered 0/3 0 0  0 0 

Q88. If the IYRs are published, are the numerical data contained in the IYRs available in a machine 

readable format?  

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, all of the numerical data are 

available in a machine readable format 3/3      
Yes, some of the numerical data are 

available in a machine readable format 2/3      

No 0/3      

N/A 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Q90. When are the MYRs made available to the public? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Before Jan 31 3/3      

After Jan 31 but before Feb 28 2/3   2   

After Feb 28 but before March 31 1/3      
The MYRs are not released to the public 

or released after March 31. 0/3 0 0  0 0 
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Q91. If the MYRs are published, are the numerical data contained in the IYRs available in a machine 

readable format? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, all of the numerical data are 

available in a machine readable format 3/3      
Yes, some of the numerical data are 

available in a machine readable format 2/3      

No 0/3      

N/A 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Q92. When are the YER made available to the public? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Every year before July 31 3/3   3   
Every year after July 31 but before Aug 

31 2/3      
Every year after Aug 31 but before Sep 

31 1/3      
The YERs are not released to the public, 

or are released more than three months 

after the period covered 0/3 0 0  0 0 

Q93. If the YER are published, are the numerical data contained in the YER available in a machine 

readable format? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, all of the numerical data are 

available in a machine readable format 3/3      
Yes, some of the numerical data are 

available in a machine readable format 2/3      

No 0/3      

N/A 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Section 10: Audit             

Q94. What type of audits (compliance, financial, or performance) has the Supreme Audit Institution (SAI) 

conducted and made available to the public? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ The SAI has conducted all three types 

of audits (compliance, financial, or 

performance) and made them available 

to the public. 3/3      
The SAI has conducted two of the three 

types of audits, and made them 

available to the public 2/3      
The SAI has conducted one of the three 

types of audits, and made them 

available to the public. 1/3 1 1 1 1 1 

The SAI has not conducted any of the 

three types of audits, or has not made 

them available to the public. 0/3      
Q95. What percentage of expenditures within the mandate of the Supreme Audit Institution (SAI) has been 

audited? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 
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✓ All expenditures within the SAI’s 

mandate have been audited. 3/3      
Expenditures representing at least two-

thirds of, but not all, expenditures within 

the SAI’s mandate have been audited. 2/3      
Expenditures representing less than two-

thirds of expenditures within the SAI’s 

mandate have been audited. 1/3  1    

No expenditures have been audited. 0/3 0  0 0  
Q96. Does the annual Audit Report(s) prepared by the Supreme Audit Institution (SAI) include an 

executive summary? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, the annual Audit Report(s) 

includes one or more executive 

summaries summarizing the report’s 

content. 3/3 3 3 3 3 3 

No, the annual Audit Report(s) does not 

include an executive summary. 0/3      

Q97. Does the executive make available to the public a report on what steps it has taken to address audit 

recommendations or findings that indicate a need for remedial action?  

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, the executive reports publicly on 

what steps it has taken to address audit 

findings. 3/3    3  
Yes, the executive reports publicly on 

most audit findings. 2/3      
Yes, the executive reports publicly on 

some audit findings. 1/3      
No, the executive does not report on 

steps it has taken to address audit 

findings. 0/3 0 0 0  0 

Q98. Does either the Supreme Audit Institution (SAI) or legislature release to the public a report that tracks 

actions taken by the executive to address audit recommendations?  

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, the SAI or legislature reports 

publicly on what steps the executive has 

taken to address all audit 

recommendations. 3/3      
Yes, the SAI or legislature reports 

publicly on most audit 

recommendations. 2/3      
Yes, the SAI or legislature reports 

publicly on some audit 

recommendations. 1/3      
No, neither the SAI nor legislature 

reports on steps the executive has taken 

to address audit recommendations. 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Q99. Do the SAI reports provide project/scheme-wise information about the development 

projects/schemes on the pattern of budget documents (Demand for Grants)? 
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Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, the complete project/scheme 

wise audit information is available. 3/3      
Yes, the project/scheme wise audit 

information is available for more than 

two-third of the projects. 2/3      
Yes, the project/scheme wise audit 

information is available for less than two-

third of the projects. 1/3      
No, the project/scheme-wise audit 

information is not available for any 

project. 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Section 11: General Questions             

Q101. On these websites/portals, can revenue and/or expenditure data for the current fiscal year be 

downloaded as a consolidated file (or set of files)? If yes, please provide the necessary links in the 

comment/citation. 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, both revenue and expenditure 

data can be downloaded as a 

consolidated file 3/3      
Yes, but only expenditure data can be 

downloaded as a consolidated file 2/3      
Yes, but only revenue data can be 

downloaded as a consolidated file 1/3      
No, neither expenditure or revenue data 

can be downloaded as a consolidated 

file 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Q102. On these websites/portals, can consolidated revenue and/or expenditure data be downloaded for 

multiple years in consistent formats? If yes, please provide the necessary links and details in the 

comment/citation. 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, both revenue and expenditure 

data can be downloaded for multiple 

years in consistent formats 3/3      
Yes, but only expenditure data can be 

downloaded for multiple years in 

consistent formats 2/3      
Yes, but only revenue data can be 

downloaded for multiple years in 

consistent formats 1/3      
No, neither expenditure or revenue data 

can be downloaded for multiple years in 

consistent formats 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 

Q103. On these websites/portals, are infographics/visualizations or other similar tools used to simplify 

data access and analysis? If yes, please provide the necessary links and details in the comment/citation. 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes 3/3      

No 0/3 0 0 0 0 0 
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Q104. Are there additional laws regulating: (1) access to information; (2) government transparency; or (3) 

citizens participation? 

Answer Choices Score Federal Balochistan KP Punjab Sindh 

✓ Yes, all three categories of laws are in 

place 3/3      
Yes, two categories of laws mentioned 

above are in place 2/3 2 2 2 2 2 

Yes, but only one categories of laws 

mentioned above are in place 1/3      

None of the above laws is in place 0/3      

   64 67 93 92 79 
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